
Optional Parts for the DAMPER ZZ-R
Front Pillow-ball Upper Mount with Camber Adjustability is now available for the

TOYOTA GR COROLLA (GZEA14H)

BLITZ Co.,Ltd.
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Optional Parts for the Damper ZZR.
Click here for further information on the DAMPER ZZ-R

Product Information

(Remarks)(Code No.)(Product Name)

Can be installed with DSC PLUS. Please check our 
compatibility chart for further information92620-FUPRP92620 GZEA14H Pillow Ball Upper Mount 1SET

Product Description
■Front Pillow Ball Upper Mount for the GR COROLLA BLITZ DAMPER ZZ-R.
■The front upper mount is converted to a pillow-ball structure allowing the front camber angle to be adjusted.
■By changing the front upper mount to pillow-ball, information from the road surface is directly delivered to the driver for enhanced response.
Additionally, by adjusting the front camber angle, the alignment can be precisely dialed to improve traction.
■The range of tires and wheels which can be installed will be increased.
■Estimate Camber adjustment range : -5°20’ to +0°00’.

Precaution during Installation
■Since the upper mount will become pillow-ball, noise from the suspension traveling over uneven surface will become more

noticeable.
■Depending on the range of the camber angle, the metal panel above the upper mount will need to be cut and modified in order to adjust the
damping force.
※Installation is possible without any modification to the panel. However, the panel will need to be removed in order to access the damping

force adjustment dials.
■Compatible with DSC PLUS. However, in order to install the front upper mount the metal panel above the upper mount must be modified.
■When changing the upper mount, the suspension will need to be uninstalled and the length of the suspension will need to be readjusted.
※Vehicle ride height adjustability will vary from the original upper mount.

■Remarks：Unchecked with RZ Morizo Edition.

Compatible Vehicle

(Remarks)(Code No.)(E/G Model)(Model)(Model Year)(Vehicle)

TOYOTA

-92620,98620G16E-GTSGZEA14H2022/12-GR COROLLA


